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I heard a writer describe the traveler’s eyes as “the eyes of love—disoriented and incredibly curious," 

attentive to the micro and the macro-view of their surroundings, immersed in noticing, full of wonder. 

We spent a week in Costa Rica, where my senses were awakened by the disorientation and awe of being 

in a place so different from anywhere I've ever been. Long days spent under aggressive sunlight and 

stifling heat made me sip greedily on water and apply sunscreen religiously. I ran to the ocean to cool 

down and feel the sting of the Pacific's salty spray, the chaos of sand swirling around my feet. Between 

my teeth, a caramelized cacao bean shattered into rich, bitter shards. Waxy, pre-historically sized 

elephant ears ("the poor man's umbrella") hovered along a path to the volcano's viewpoint. Our van 

traced up and down winding, hilly roads outlined by hydrangea bushes in full bloom. We walked back to 

our AirBNBs along dusty roads under the shush of palm fronds, wondering if we'd see the capuchins or 

red macaws again. Costa Rica's rich biodiversity is unparalleled.

https://annelisejolley.substack.com/p/the-eyes-of-love?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email


















































































In Dominicalito, I discovered why speakers so often use surfing analogies to illustrate life lessons. That’s 
the hospital. I don’t want to take you there today, okay?  I thought Marlin, my instructor, was joking on 

our drive there, but I wasn't so sure halfway through our lesson. Trudging against an onslaught of waves 

with a surfboard twice my size was harder than I realized. Get down! My conversations with Marlin were 

frequently interrupted by his alerts. I'd hold my breath and duck under the closeout that roared over me, 

letting him hold onto the board so I wouldn't lose it to the waves and get pummeled. Salt stung my eyes 

red, dried out my lips and the back of my throat, and made my nose run like a toddler's. My face was raw 

from the gritty sand and salt. My lungs burned from the lack of oxygen and occasional gulp of briny 

water. Was it wise to eat light that morning? My gut was wrung out but I also felt weak. You okay? Marlin 

kept shouting over the deafening waves. I raised two thumbs up over my head, not wanting to admit 

defeat and trying to save my breath before ducking under the next swell. As we waited for the right 

moment, Marlin tried to keep me lying on the board for as long as possible unless an incoming wave was 

too dangerous and threatened to throw me off. He knew my lungs were weak. 



Midway through our lesson, I took a (second) break. The bright, sweet juice of fresh pineapple soothed 

my sea salt-soaked throat. My mom and I sat on a log watching the waves, deceptively innocent-looking 

at a distance, crash into the shore. Don't let me paint a scary picture of surfing - it was smooth sailing 

once I hopped onto the board, feeling the crest of the wave against my backfoot gently propel the board 

forward. But the time and effort it took to get far out enough in the ocean against the aggression of 

oncoming waves, stay out there, ducking under repeated closeouts, until the right wave came along, dug 

a pit in my gut. 

Sitting there, I thought of the disciples sitting in a tiny boat rocked to and fro by stormy waves. Growing 

up loving the water and hearing this story, I struggled to understand their fear. Now having tasted the 

ocean's unsavory power in a way I hadn't before, my empathy grew. Unrelentingly, the waves continued 

to break. In my heart, a quiet prayer stirred peace into my heart. I wanted to love surfing more than I 

wanted the second hour to end.



Listo?!  Time to go back to my third and final round, and by grace, 

I didn't feel myself as wiped out by the waves as I did previously. 

On one of my last rides, I jumped off to dismount and landed on 

rocks, slicing my feet and scraping my shin as I stumbled to find a 

patch of sand. Bruised and cut, I asked for one more shot at a 

wave.... And after that, one more. I began to embrace the thrill of 

surfing until a river of blood began to trickle down my shin and we 

called it a day. I left with lungs wide open and a purple bruise 

beginning to spread across my left elbow, grinning from doing 

something outside of my comfort zone, partially relieved it was 

over for the day, but mostly thrilled. 

Pura vida. 
















































































































